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Jer 17:5-8; 1 Cor 15:12, 16-20; Lk 6:17,20-26  

 We put a lot of value on the opinions of others, we worry about what people will think of 

us, and we depend a lot on others emotionally.  But the truth is, people can be a bit funny with 

their loyalties.  It’s easy to get on someone’s wrong side, to have a person turn against you, or to 

be let down by someone.  We get praised one day then “canceled” the next.  Our readings today 

remind us that we often fail to look to another, and more sure source of support, purpose, 

stability, and satisfaction - one that does not let us down so easy.  This source is not - as our 

culture may tell us - to be found in ourselves, for even we tend to let ourselves down, even we do 

not always do what is in our own best interests. 

 In the first reading Jeremiah says: Cursed is the one who trusts in human beings, who 

seeks his strength in flesh.  Now that is a bit harsh - but he really may be meaning more of 

“cursed is the one who seeks too much strength in humans.”  He gets more specific about those 

who are cursed: [those] whose heart turns away from the LORD.   Now here is the heart of the 

thing.  When our trust in human beings (even that specific human being I call “me”) causes us to 

turn away from the Lord; when the advice they give me leads me away form the law of God and 

the teaching of Our Lord Jesus Christ; when I trust in them (or myself) to be able to have the 

ability to fix things without needing to depend on God - then I am setting myself up for a fall.   

When my heart turns from God, and from faith in God, to any other source of saving - then I am 

missing one of the great truths of the world.  As Jesus Himself puts it: Without me you can do no 

good thing.   Maybe part of our stress in this life, comes from trying to accomplish satisfaction in 

the wrong ways, and apart from the Lord.   On top of this, at the end of our lives if we aren’t 

hanging close to the one who is  the resurrection and the life to whom no one goes to the Father 

except through [him].  We can miss out on the greatest thing of all. 

 In the Gospel we join Jesus for the Sermon on the Plain - similar to the Sermon on the 

Mount in Matthew’s Gospel.  Look at those who he lists as in sorrow - not those we may suspect 

- He lists the rich, those with plenty of food, those who are laughing, and the popular ones.  

Those who are blessed are the poor, the hungry, the weeping, the rejected.  What is he trying to 

say?  It has to do with turning our hearts to, or away from, the Lord.  In many cases, when things 



are going good, when we have enough money and food,  when we are well liked - our hearts can 

drift away from the Lord.   We might compromise the things of God to get people to think well 

of us; or to get money, food, and security which are not guaranteed; or becoming absorbed in 

pleasure that can only go so far before they have their own downsides.  Part of Jesus’ message 

also is: woe to you who seek these things, because in moving your heart form the Lord you also 

move yourself away from the one who can bring you the unbounded satisfaction of eternal life. 

 The blessed turn to the Lord in their heart because of their need, they seek consolation 

from the Lord in their sorrow; they let people think bad of them for following the Lord; they 

know that they hunger … and they seek to fill it with … the Lord, and not with the passing 

things of the world.  My experience is that the closer my heart is to the Lord, the more I am at 

peace and not struggling as much with the stressors of life.  Jesus has given us, in the Eucharist, 

His own presence to fill our deeper hunger that all the other things cannot fill.  The Body, blood, 

soul, and divinity of the Lord in here for your to give your heart to.  Woe to the one who does not 

come to the banquet because they are spending their time to please others or to gain things that 

will ultimately fail to satisfy.  Woe to those who build their house on the shifting sands of current 

opinions, fleeting pleasures, or fickle human praise instead of the firm rock that is Jesus Christ.  

But … blessed is the one who approaches this Eucharist rightly and receives the graces that come 

from worthy reception.  Blessed is the one who may doubt, but prays to grow in their faith in the 

Lord’s Eucharistic presence.  Blessed is the one who can profess to others and live out the Lord’s 

command to love God and neighbor - even if that is not a popular position.  Blessed is the one 

who has faith in the power of the Lord to supply, and to heal, and to provide an eternal dwelling 

when this life on earth is done.  No human can do this for us - not even ourselves - but only the 

one who has risen from the dead and goes ahead to prepare a place for us to follow -  I’ll tell you 

now - I want to put my heart with Him!


